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T
o travel through The Adventurer’s Trail, each player creates a first-level character  
of any race and class, with a good reason to be passing through or staying in Woodhaven. 
The main reason, provided by this campaign, for players’ adventurers to be in 

Woodhaven is for The Adventurer’s Trail festival, an event held every ten years by the city’s 
Mayor, Bulbo. The festival is held primarily to discover hidden talent amongst the city’s citizens 
and to find a budding and skilful adventurer troupe to be employed under the city’s patronage; 
though spectators see the festival as little more than a celebration of the adventurer’s lifestyle. 

G
reetings citizen and welcome to 
Woodhaven! You have in your hands  
a challenge of struggle and hardship, and 

of great reward and high renown. Before you lies  
The Adventurer’s Trail! 

This campaign has been created to fully showcase 
the range of world-building terrain provided by 
Dungeons & Lasers, Woodhaven. Each encounter 
takes place in an enclosed and unique environment, 
designed to keep this campaign moving and 
changing. Players are taken from a wizard’s private 
sanctum, down into the city’s dark and dangerous 
sewer system, and then back up to a royal castle. 

Introduction

T
his campaign should be played by groups of 2-4 players with any level of roleplaying 
experience, though it will work perfectly well as a starter campaign for brand new players. 
Across the campaign, a player’s adventurer will grow in might by defeating 

monsters, recover treasures, and completing adventures. This increase in power 
is reflected by an adventurer’s level. By the time the players have completed 
the Trail, their adventurers will have reached level two, if not higher. If the 
Dungeon Master (DM) so wishes, players can continue with another campaign 
with higher-level content, afterwards. To run these adventures, you’ll need 
the fifth edition core rulebooks (Player’s Handbook, Dungeon Master’s 
Guide, and Monster Manual) alongside Dungeons and Lasers, 
Woodhaven, terrain, and at least one full set of dice.

The main objective of this game, just like any other roleplaying 
game (RPG), is to have fun! So, every section of each scene should 
remain malleable, even down to the terrain design. If the DM wishes 
to extend a particular building to become twice as large, if the DM 
wishes to completely rewrite a character’s section of speech, or if the 
DM wishes to modify the world-building descriptions to include 
ideas of their own making, then they can absolutely do it. The 
multiverse is theirs to do whatever they want to!

Now that’s out of the way, on with The Adventurer’s Trail!

Note: Most of the content given in The Adventurer’s Trail is purely 
descriptive, and provided for the DM to create their own narrative. 
Any italicised text between two square brackets [...], should be read 
aloud to the players in the persona of the text’s given character.
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Adventurer’s Trail 
E

ach adventurer should converge, 
for their own private reasons, upon 
Woodhaven for the launch of the city’s 

region-renowned festival, The Adventurer’s 
Trail. Each adventurer’s backstory should be 
privately agreed upon between each player 
and the DM before the campaign starts. 
Realistically, Woodhaven could feasibly be 
located anywhere in the Forgotten Realms that 
the DM wishes, though areas with little-to-
no humans, rife lawlessness, or social chaos 
would not be in-fitting with Woodhaven’s 
atmosphere. It is a fairly old city, maybe 
several hundreds of years old. Much of the 
city’s architecture was built of chiselled stone 
and mortar, carved beams and even blown 
glass panes, so Woodhaven should have a 
subtle air of social and financial prestige.  
 
If the DM wishes to have a specific 
geographical location for Woodhaven, for ease  
of character involvement and to further  
a campaign at the end of The Adventurer’s 
Trail, South of Baldur’s Gate and West of the 
Wood of Sharp Teeth, or West of the Sword 
Mountains and East of the Star Mountains, 
would both work perfectly well. 

On the evening before the day of the festival, 
adventurers from across the city flock to the 
Tipping Tankards, the city’s oldest and most 
frequented tavern, for a spot of pre-trial  
celebrating. This is a perfect time for the 
players to form a party together, as many lone 
adventurers head to the Tipping Tankards 
in search of parties to join before the Trail 
begins. One player may have their adventurer 
sat alone at the only table without any other 

adventurers gathered around it; 
an adventurer may have booked the last bunk 
room in the tavern, giving other adventurers 
a reason to ask to use one of the free beds; 
or simply one adventurer may catch the eye 
of another due to their unusual armour or 
powerful bearing.

The morning of the festival rolls around and 
the adventurers are given time to prepare 
themselves, their spells, and their equipment 
before they hear the bulk of the tavern’s 
clientèle making their way to Woodhaven’s 
town square. Following the tavern crowd, the 
adventurers see an even larger crowd, several 
hundred citizens and adventurers strong, 
semi-encircling a podium. Blue and brown 
striped flags are hung in every nearby window 
and doorway, and similarly coloured bunting 
has been garishly stretched from rooftop to 
rooftop. 

Soon, a quiet descends on the crowd as Mayor 
Bulbo, a squat, goblin-like figure, steps forward 
and takes to the small stage. The Mayor is 
dressed in far better clothing than most of 
the citizens gathered there. He wears a wide-
brimmed brown hat and stands leaning against 
an iron quarterstaff, a large golden monocle 
obscures most of his face but a wide grin can 
be seen. In his free hand, he irreverently holds 
a sheet of wrinkled brown paper as though, 
if his grip were loosened, the paper would fly 
away from him. As he clears his throat to begin 
his address, flecks of sunlight glisten off of 
his thick mayoral chains, almost blinding the 
crowd before him.
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With his small speech made, he throws his 
sheet of brown paper into the sky. Behind 
him, a half-elf woman who the players had 
somehow overlooked up to this point, dressed 
in midnight purple robes and decorated with 
numerous metal trinkets, performs a magical 
recitation. The paper flutters for a moment, 
then, nearly a thousand copies pour out in 
every direction, birthed from the floating 
original. Bulbo holds his hand up, once 
the sheets have fallen, to attract everyone’s 
attention. In one hand, he pulls out a metal star, 
forged from gold and glistening brighter than 
his chest chains, from a jacket pocket and holds 
it aloft. Pointing at the star, he continues with 
his speech. 
 

One or more members of the party are free to 
snatch a copy of Bulbo’s roster from the floor 
as the crowd disperses. Before they know 
it, adventurers of all shapes and sizes are 
scurrying past them, heading for their first 
challenge. Through the hurrying crowd, Bulbo 
and his wizardly companion are nowhere to 
be seen. The players are now free to choose 
whichever challenge they would like to face 
first from the list of riddles.

Greetings great and powerful 
adventurers! I will not hold you, as 

I see you’re all so ready to prove your 
worth. I hold in my hand the ticket to your 
future, study it well, heed its warnings, and 
be sure to take its advice. Go forth with my 
roster of riddles and make your mentors and 
ancestors proud!

Bulbo:

Let the party who returns to me, 
at midday on the morrow, with the 

highest number of these champions 
tokens, be hailed as heroes of Woodhaven, 
and winners of this decade’s Adventurer’s 
Trail!

Bulbo:

The Twenty-Second Decennary 
Adventurer’s Trail!

A sewer in a state of disrepair, 
a wicked monster waiting to scare. 

Walk too loudly and it might just wake, 
for it guards the prize you wish to take. 

Be fleet of foot and watch your path, 
retrieve the token and avoid its wrath!

On your Trail by royal decree, 
three brave knights will soon take a knee. 
They make their pledges in the castle hall, 

boasting of their deeds to one and all. 
Should a hero stand tall and best such a knight, 

a champion’s token will be theirs by right.

In her sanctum a dragon waits, 
for today’s great adventurers to decide their fates. 

Four vicious plants can save the day, 
and right a spell that’s gone astray. 

Will our champions change her back, 
our elven wizard with fresh scales of black?

One secret market goer holds the key, 
but who, in all of Woodhaven, could that be? 

Approaching a total stranger 
might put you in danger! 

Look and listen to all that you see, 
for if you choose incorrectly the culprit will flee!

Down in the forge your mettle will be tested, 
by a crafts master who’s never been bested. 

He has a construction that’s built for destruction, 
which you might just defeat if you follow instruction.

There are few folk in the land who don’t like to drink, 
but before you begin, you might want to think. 

Holding your own in the game of booze, 
will surely see your opponents lose. 

Drinking too hard might end your trail 
and see your entire party fail.
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Castle Contest  
T

he town is flooded, from the city  
gates to the muck covered stables, by the 
roaring commotion of people coming 

and going about the streets. Excitable spectators 
watch the adventuring troupes passing from one 
challenge to another, some citizens puzzle over 
Bulbo’s riddles as though they might solve one, 
yet most of Woodhaven’s commonfolk simply 
wander about soaking in the festival’s frivolities. 
The largest of the city’s crowds, by far, is the one 
huddled before the gates of the Royal Castle. 
They try to poke their faces between gate poles 
and press up against glazed windows to witness 
the challenge playing out within. Armoured 
guards stationed either side of the gates notice 
the party’s approach and clear away eager 
spectators to let them in. The gates growl open 
and the adventurers enter to bravely face Bulbo’s 
challenge.

Location
Primarily using the Royal Castle sections, filled 
with whichever accompaniments the DM chooses 
to use to bring the castle to life, create 
a large hall of a minimum of 12 squares long and 6 
squares wide. 

The bottom half of the hall should contain between 
eight and ten citizens watching the front. There, 
Mayor Bulbo stands facing the audience of 
commoners. Between Bulbo and the spectators, 
three soldiers are prepared to be knighted, with 
their backs to the hall. Players may place their 
adventurer miniatures amongst the crowd in any 
location, but not at the very front, as though they 
are watching the knighting taking place. 

As the rightful ruler of this land, 
your high liege of law and justice, 

I declare these three to be knights in 
service to the Crown. Ser Astrae master 
of the magical winds, Ser Darwen lady of 
inspired lyrical genius, and Ser Kayne the 
bearer of boundless might and fury. Let 
any who deem their claims unworthy step 
forward and prove their accusations true! 
If your tongues stay still, from this day 
forward, Woodhaven will be for evermore 
guarded by these three champions.

Bulbo:
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A Mayor’s Decree
After being given access to the castle’s inner hall 
by its royal guard, the party plays witness to a 
grand affair. The hall is long, wide, and very tall, 
cut from crystalline white stone and decorated 
with tapestries depicting moments of ancient 
heroic valour. In front of the party, and filling 
most of the hall, is a crowd of Woodhaven citizens 
witnessing a troupe of warriors being given 
medals of conquest. The three figures kneel with 
their backs to the adventurers and the crowd, clad 
in silver chains, green silk cloaks, furs, glistening 
armour, and weaponry of numerous foreign 
styles. In front of the three warriors, Mayor Bulbo 
stands sword aloft, ready to bring the engraved 
blade down upon each knight’s shoulder. In his 
left hand, he holds three champions tokens tied to 
ribbons, like medals of valour.

The players are given several seconds to react. 
If they wish to, they may step forwards and 
challenge any one of the three knights. With 
a challenge made, the audience will gasp in shock 
and excitement, while Bulbo lets out 
a deep and ominous chuckle.

Ser Astrae the Sorcerer
Like any master magician, if confronted, Astrae 
will proudly use the Sorcerer’s Spell, Sleet Storm 
(given in the Player’s Handbook, page 276) and 
sustain it for a few seconds. The crowd will gasp, 
applaud, and grunt disapprovingly in equal 
measure, as they’re covered in magical frozen 
water droplets. 
 
To beat this feat, the players must perform 
a similarly impressive magical display to ensnare 
the crowd. The effect does not need to be of a 
higher level, but simply more aesthetically and 
creatively pleasing than a storm of hail. If the 
player’s magical effect is engaging enough, the 

crowd will be uproarious and the knight will 
happily take a knee before them. As a rule, to 
judge the crowd’s approval, roll 1d20, with a 
DC of 20 minus the player’s roll’s result, if it rolls 
over that amount, they win. That said, with good 
roleplaying and an inspired choice of spell,  
a player should manage to impress the crowd. 

Ser Darwen the Bard
Darwen is a performer and inspirer at heart, so she 
will take out a beautiful walnut lute with golden 
strings and brass floral embossing. She strums a 
wonderful song that brings several members of 
the crowd to tears. Then turns her attention to the 
player with a mocking expression on her face. 

The player must make a deep connection with the 
crowd through performance, making  
a successful DC 15 Charisma (Performance) check, 
using any art form they wish, poetry or script 
recital, singing, music, or even sleight of hand 
magic (which would require a Dexterity {Sleight of 
Hand} check, rather than Charisma {Performance}) 
to win over their audience.

Ser Kayne the Paladin
Naturally, Kayne will accept a challenge of combat 
from any player, either melee or ranged combat. 
In a melee challenge, he draws duel daggers with 
onyx handles and gently curved, serrated and 
fang-like, blades. He hands one to the player and 
takes a defensive stance. 

To win this challenge, the player must be the first 
to deal damage to Kayne on three separate attacks. 
In a ranged bout, he unholsters an oak short-bow 
and fires three shots at shields positioned above 
Bulbo’s head. The player must then make the 
same three shots, whoever hits more shields most 
accurately, wins.

Completing the Trial
The trial is concluded once as many of the 
knights as the party wish to approach have been 
challenged. If a player proves to be better than 
Bulbo’s noble champions, they and their party are 
given champion’s tokens accumulatively. 

If the party fails in their attempts to prove their 
might, the crowd will boo and jeer at them until 
they disgracefully remove themselves from the 
Royal Castle.



Characters, Creatures, 
and NPCs

Rewards
As well as being given a champion’s token 
for each of the mighty three the party best, 
the knights may bestow a player with one of 
their private treasures, in an inspiring show of 
respect. This should be played out as a moment 
of great triumph for the player, as they are 
receiving an artefact of renown that could well 
aid them in their quests to come. 

Such gifts should only be given if the players 
exceptionally satisfied their tests, with expert 
roleplaying and/or natural twenty rolls. 
Additionally, for each beaten knight, the 
players receive 100 XP.

Ser Astrae grants the player a single 
spell scroll from his legendary grimoire. 
The scroll, of old dog-eared parchment, 
details one second-level Sorcerer’s spell 
of the DM’s choosing. (See the Player’s 
Handbook, page 209, for a full list of 
second-level spells.)

Ser Darwen will give her opponent a 
slender reed pipe, clearly masterfully 
crafted by her own noble hands. The 
pipe, green bullrush with a golden 
mouthpiece, holds deeply inspirational 
qualities. To play the pipe amongst 
companions will, upon making 
a successful DC 15 Charisma 
(Performance) check, provide them with 
a +1 initiative bonus, until they rest.

Ser Kayne simply allows the player to 
keep one of his daggers, part of 
a twinship of blades formerly fastened 
either side of his waist on a green leather 
strap, or his oak short-bow.

Ser Kayne the Paladin
STR 16 (+3)
DEX 12 (+1)
CON 14 (+2)
INT 10 (0)
WIS 12 (+1)
CHA 12 (+1)

Armour Class: 14
Hit Points: 65 (8d10 +30)

His blade follows ordinary 
dagger attributes, although 
its damage is ld6 slashing, 
rather than ld4 piercing.

-->

-->

-->
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Sneaking Sewers

F
ollowing another of Bulbo’s riddles, 
the party decides to take to the sewers 
to face one of the deeper, darker 

challenges on his roster. Some way along the 
bustling, and somewhat excitable, streets of 
Woodhaven, the party finds a small stone 
passageway in the gutter. The passage’s 
granite blocker, set to stop adventurous 
youngsters from clambering down into the 
city’s hazardous sewer system, has been lifted 
to expose its entrance. Through the floor-
bound passage is the glow of sleepily blinking 
torchlight and a low, melodic rumbling. 
Draped around the passage’s entrance is a strip 
of Bulbo’s blue and brown bunting fluttering in 
the breeze, letting every adventurer know that 
further challenges await beneath.

Location
Using the sewer sections, construct a long ‘L’ 
shape passage, with a ladder at one end and  
a pedestal placed at the centre of the turning.

Every 5ft between the ladder and the pedestal, 
there should be a blockade of some sort, of either: 
a barrel, crate, or masonry debris, alternating in 
placement from the left side of the passage to the 
right side. The players arrange their adventurer 
miniatures within the first four squares of the 
passage beside the ladder (avoiding the first 
water square and debris square). On the furthest 
end of the passage is a Sewer Monster miniature. 
Both branches of the passage (the one starting 
with the adventurers and the one ending with 
the Sewer Monster) must reach around 40ft, 
giving a total of three obstructions along each 
side of the player’s branch of the sewer.
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Creeping Through
As the party descends into the dimly lit tunnels 
lying beneath Woodhaven’s city streets, they 
are met with a challenging sight. The tunnel 
walls curve up around them, to a twenty-foot 
high peak in the centre, carved from the same 
smooth grey granite as the passage’s blocker. 
Running along the middle of the floor is a deep 
and murky flow of water, which none among 
the group can peer through, and strewn across 
the walkways on either side of the stream are 
bundles of debris, physically obstructing their 
journey. 

At the furthest end of the passage, a bright 
torch burns above a pedestal, holding aloft 
the much sought after champion’s token. From 
further along the tunnel, behind the alluring 
token, the party hears the same deep rumbling 
they’d caught on the surface, only far louder, 
as though something slumbers in the deep 
darkness before them.

The players must roll for initiative order. If 
anyone decides to move the debris, they find 
barrels filled with sewer water and rocks far 
bigger than an ordinary citizen could move. To 
shift any obstruction, they must use a full action 
and make a successfull DC 12 Strength (Athletics) 
check. Equally, climbing over obstructions or 
jumping from empty space to empty space across 
the stream requires a full action and a sucessfull 
DC 14 Dexterity (Acrobatics) check. 

If either check fails, the Sewer Monster may 
move five feet closer to the token on its turn, 
as the obstructions create a grinding, scraping 
sound that attracts its attention, or because the 
player has simply fallen into the stream beside 
them.  

For every round of combat that an adventurer 
ends their turn in the water stream, the Sewer 
Monster may move five feet upon its turn.

Getting Caught
If the Sewer Monster reaches the token before 
the party does, it will instantly swamp the 
pedestal and corpses slumped against it, 
consuming them all with unseen mouths 
hidden behind its tentacles. The Sewer 
Monster then turns to engage them in combat.

Completing the Trial
If the adventurers manage to reach the 
intersection, without summoning the Sewer 
Monster, they can pick through the remains of 
the adventurers who had fallen before them 
and retrieve the champion’s token from atop 
the pedestal. From there, they still need to get 
back to the entrance without summoning the 
Sewer Monster. It will move at the same pace 
as before and follow them out. If they fail in 
their escape, they must fight it. Alternatively, 
particularly brave parties might wish to face 
the beast head-on and wait for it to arrive at 
the intersection.

As you reach the floor of the sewer, 
a small section of masonry cracks 

off from underfoot and plunges into 
the slow stream below. Along the passage, 
you all hear a deep, bellowing roar seemingly 
in response to the splashdown. Once the 
reverberating roar settles down, you can tell 
that the ever-present deep rumbling seems 
closer to you, if only slightly.

Dungeon Master:

Around the corner shambles 
the rumbling unseen horror, 

tentacles writhe in all directions and 
a chittering growl coming from somewhere 
inside its mass fills the tunnel-way. It washes 
over the body’s and your glistening prize, 
consuming them all without a second’s 
thought, then turns its attention to you!

Dungeon Master:
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Characters, Creatures, 
and NPCs

The weird does not possess its kind’s damage 
resistances to fire; piercing and slashing from 
non-magical attacks but it is still resistant to 
bludgeoning attacks and is resistant to frost 
attacks. (See the Monster Manual, page 299, for 
more information on a water weird.)

Rewards 
If the adventurers manage to reach the token 
before they are caught by the Sewer Monster, 
they may loot the corpses found stacked 
against the token’s pedestal. If the players loot 
the corpses, they receive 2d6 gp per corpse, 
two daggers, two sets of chain mail, and one 
item rolled on the Magic Item Table A, on 
page 144 of the Dungeon Master’s Guide. The 
Adventurers will also receive 300 XP to divide 
amongst themselves. If the party kills the 
monster and retrieve the token, they receive 
1000 XP to divide amongst themselves, too.

There is no loot available for the 
adventurers if the corpses and pedestal 
are caught by the monster, though there 
is still experience to be gained from 
reaching this area of the sewers, first.

Water Weird
STR 17 (+3)
DEX 16 (+3)
CON 13 (+1)
INT 11 (+0)
WIS 10 (+0)
CHA 10 (+0)

Armour Class: 13
Hit Points: 58 (9d10 +9)
Challenge 

Rating: 3 (700 XP)

-->



Witless Wizard  
F

rom Woodhaven’s town centre,  
the party quickly locks eyes on the 
wizard’s tower, a slightly leaning, 

slightly battered, completely impressive turret 
lumbering over the city. The gates of the tower 
are ominously unlocked and wide open, but the 
interior is far too gloomy to gaze into. Once they 
reach the tower and step through the portal, 
the party is transported to the open doorway 
of the Wizard’s private sanctum. There, they’re 
met by a terrifying sight. In the centre of the 
room is a large female dragon, all scales and 
spines, wandering around as if in some form of 
delirium. To the side of her is a goblin huddled 
over a workbench, furiously stirring a large 
cauldron and muttering to himself. When he 
sees the party enter, he audibly cheers and his 
face lights up to form a disturbingly wide and 
toothy grin.

As he shouts, he wildly points his hand around 
the room at four separate plants, some Peonies 
beside him, a Vervain bush behind Miss 
Caereen, a bucket of Snapdragons to the right 
of the doorway, and a hanging basket with 
a Mandrake head poking out of it beside the 
party. 

Thank the gods you’re here! Miss 
Caereen’s gone and turned herself 

into a dragon, she hasn’t got a clue 
what’s going on! I need to keep stirring this

Roblin:

potion or it’ll split and spoil. Grab me them 
ingredients over there, I need to make a brew 
to fix this accursed mess! Any two of them 
herbs should do it, and watch out for her 
stomping about like that, she might crush 
you! Make it quick, my arm’s getting tired!

Note: All players should take initiative 
order, with the dragon placed last in the turn 
rotation. Miss Caereen will wander around the 
room, moving 5 feet towards the nearest player 
on each turn. If she comes into contact with 
a player, they must make a DC 10 Dexterity 
(Acrobatics) check to avoid her stomping 
feet. Failure inflicts 2 points of bludgeoning 
damage against the player and pushes them  
5 feet away from her.

13
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Location
The players find themselves in a large cobble-
stone room, around 40 feet wide and long.  
A 102 feet area of the room, on the opposite 
side to the entrance (the room’s North), is 
elevated to form another story, with a single 
ladder centrally placed for access. In the 
middle of the room, between the entrance 
and the ladder, is a dragon miniature. To 
the left of the adventurers (the room’s West) 
is a workbench, where Roblin the Goblin is 
stationed frantically performing unknown 
alchemical works. Following the rooms 
additional descriptions, the four plants Roblin 
spoke of, and wildly pointed at, are located in 
all four cardinal directions in all four cardinal 
directions of the room, amongst any other 
magical scenery that the DM wishes to place.

Vervain Sap
In the Eastern corner of the Wizard’s sanctum is 
a wildly overgrown bush with a thousand tiny 
flowers, each one shifting to a secret rhythm, 
as though they can hear silent music. At the 
top of the shrub’s trunk are two thick arm-like 
branches which, when the adventurer comes 
closer, flex themselves almost mimicking a 
strong man’s show of power. Roblin calls over 
to the adventurer as they draw near.  

When the adventurer twists the Vervain, it will 
push back, placing the two of them in an arm 
wrestling-like struggle. The player must make 
a DC 12 Strength (Athletics) check to wring 
the sap out of the plant’s joints. If they fail, the 
DC increases by 2 for each consecutive attempt 
they make, to a maximum of 20, as the sap 
repeatedly hardens and strengthens. At a DC 
20, the plant’s bark will have hardened past the 
point of being twistable.

Peony Root-hairs
Beside Roblin, on the wizard’s worktable, is 
a long trough filled with warm looking soil. 
Buried in the soil are three tiny pink flowers 
with broad, pointed leaves. The Peonies seem 
to be wilted and dead, as they are lying flat 
against the curved rim of their pot, with their 
petals closed and their leaves flat across their 
stems. In the dirt in front of each Peony is 
a series of five hairy root nubs sticking up, 
occasionally wiggling and stretching, then 
settling back down.

The adventurer has three chances at plucking 
a pinch of root hairs from the sleeping Peony’s 
feet. With a pluck, they must make a DC 16 
Dexterity (Acrobatics) check. If they fail, the 
Peony buries its feet and looks up at them 
furiously shaking its bunched leaves like  
a fist. After three attempts, all of the flowers 
will awaken and seem as though they are 
heckling the adventurer from their bed.

Snapdragon Pollen
On the higher floor in the North of the 
sanctum, the adventurer spots a bucket boxed 
in by three sheets of iron, scorched from base 
to top, with an open side facing them. 

Vervain Sap needs to be twisted 
out, not cut, or its humours will 

be all outta wack! It’ll put up a fight 
when you grab it, but I’m sure you’ve won 
an arm wrestle or two in your time... I hope 
you have, because that bush sure has!

Roblin:

Careful, Peonies are lazy but 
disgustingly agile. Sure, they’re 

asleep now, but one hard touch of 
their roots and you’ll tickle them awake, then 
we’ll never get them hairs! Try and pluck 
them before they startle and bury their roots 
back down. Oh, and don’t pull the flowers 
out, the hairs are sticky, they’ll just tug free 
in the soil and you’ll have a disgruntled 
flower in your hands!

Roblin:
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In the bucket is a single plant, swaying and 
twisting like a charmed cobra. The plant has 
spiky red petals layered one on top of the other 
like thick scales, with thorns coating its entire 
stem. The bucket’s resident, which Roblin 
pointed out to be a Snapdragon, turns its 
flower to face the adventurer and menacingly 
arches its stalk. 

When the adventurer’s hand gets too close 
to the Snapdragon, it’ll breathe fire out of its 
stigma. The fire is only glowing heated air and 
will not pose a grave threat to the adventurer, 
but the player must succeed on a DC 13 
Constitution saving throw to keep their hand 
placed firmly in the stream. If they manage it, 
a handful of pollen piles up as it falls from the 
Snapdragon’s stigma. If they fail, the plant’s 
petals contort into a pleased grin and it refuses 
to breathe again. 

Mandrake Leaves
Beside the entrance to the sanctum, a hanging 
basket gently rocks like a babe’s cradle, 
holding what looks like an infant formed from 
root and vine, half-buried in the dirt. On the 
floor beneath the basket is a painted grid, 
covering 10 square feet of space.  

The Mandrake within, peers through half-
closed eyes at the party as they approach. Any 
adventurer within the 10 ft square grid beneath 
the Mandrake can try to soothe plant in order 
to gain some leaves. Each player wishing to 
must make a DC 12 Charisma (Persuasion) 
check (+5 for each additional party member 
attempting the check at the same time). If 
the adventurer is successful, the Mandrake 
will pluck a handful of leaves from her head, 
like hair, and hand them over. If they fail, 
the Mandrake will scream out, striking any 
adventurer within the grid space beneath her 
with an ear-splitting call. The scream has an 
attack value of 15 against any approaching 
adventurer’s AC. Adventurers harmed by the 
Mandrake’s cry receive 5 points of piercing 
damage to their ears every turn they occupy 
the grid.

Completing the Trial
Once the adventurers have at least two of 
the ingredients from around the room and 
returned them to Roblin, he will furiously mix 
them into his cauldron. From within the pot, 
he takes a large ladle full of potion and hurls 
it at the meandering dragon. It lands true and 
coats her in a thick brown sludge. In moments, 
she is restored to her former majesty. Before 
the party stands the same half-elf woman, with 
deep red hair and green eyes, they had seen 
earlier, but with a tired expression on her face. 
Miss Caereen will thank the troupe and offer to 
give them their rewards for a job well done.

Rewards
The party receives one champion’s token if 
they manage to restore Miss Caereen. If the 
adventurers gave Roblin more ingredients 
than he asked for (three or four) they are given 
30 gp for each additional ingredient. Roblin 
will give the party a bundle consisting of 
one prepared portion of each ingredient they 
attained. He tells them that the ingredients are 
rare and magically sought after.

The DM gives the party 50 XP for each 
ingredient delivered to Roblin.

Note: Ascending the ladder will require  
a full turn’s worth of movement to achieve, in 
which time Miss Caereen may collide with the 
adventurer and knock them off. While they are on 
the upper floor, they are safe from her stomping.

Careful with those little buggers, 
it’s not their bite that’ll get you, 

they’re named ‘dragons’ for a reason. 
I’m afraid you’ve got to take a bit of a beating 
to get that pollen. Grab its flower-head and 
hold out your hand, then hold on tight! Just 
hold out your hand to catch the pollen!

Roblin:

That there’s the Mandrake, if you 
get too close, she’ll scream your ears 

out! Sing to her, talk to her, anything 
to show you don’t mean no harm. If she likes 
you, she won’t mind giving a leaf or two.

Roblin: -->
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Tavern Test

E
ach decade, the largest body of  
competing champions of Woodhaven 
flock straight to the city tavern, riding 

high on a lust for adventure, and a love 
of drink, in equal measure. This year, the 
players’ party is no different. They approach 
the city’s oldest and most well-renowned 
tavern, the Tipping Tankards, along the cold 
brick streets, already playing witness to the 
doom foretold by Bulbo’s message. Beside the 
doors are several unconscious adventurers 
slumped against lamp posts and face down 
in gutters. Their adventure has already come 
to an end. Above the door is a large copper 
mascot, a tankard formed from what looks 
like old copper piping, tipping up with its 
contents on the edge of spilling out. Inside the 
tavern, however, the party is met by a wall 
of lively chatter and the warming glow of an 
open hearth, atop which a stew-pot boils with 
enough hearty broth to feed an entire battalion. 
Various crowds of spectators are drinking 
and laughing with themselves, some gathered 
around adventurers who have failed to meet 
the tavern’s challenge, and some still puzzling 
over the Bulbo’s roster, trying to imagine what 
the great challenges listed there may be. 

Before the players are given a moment to 
take in their welcoming surroundings, not 
to mention the various other adventurers in 
a state of near-paralysis, the landlord shouts 
over to them from across the room. With his 
deep and booming words, a whole half of 
the tavern’s patrons turn to look at the party, 
cheering their arrival in unison. The crowd are 
clearly enjoying watching naive adventurers 
come for a challenge, and ultimately, leave 
with a hangover in the making.

Location
Using the Tavern stretch goal set, construct 
a three-roomed tavern. Each room should be 
around the same size, though they may be 
decorated with whatever accessories the DM 
wishes. 

Ah! ‘Ere we go everyone, another 
brave troupe is here to overcome 

a humble brewer’s test! Come on in, 
ladies and gentlemen, and take a seat, gah 
haha!

Landlord:
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The main room - the room containing the bar 
- is the largest, with a cauldron placed in one 
corner and several tables, chairs, and guests. 
The second room adjoins to the first floor of the 
building and should be elevated. On the upper 
floor are two low standing tables beside the 
bannister. The second room is straight forward, 
the same size as the upper floor, with scrolls 
pinned to the furthest back wall. 

Drinking Rolls
Throughout this challenge, the adventurers 
will be given increasingly strong beverages 
to consume before taking on another task. 
The player must make a Constitution check 
at the start of every round after drinking their 
brew. Each check made by the players or their 
opponents (including the Constitution check 
at the start of each round and any task’s check 
thereafter) will be made against a DC of 12. 
The DM should then consult the chart below to 
determine what happens. 

For simplicity’s sake, the four opponents facing 
the players’ party haven’t been given character 
details. Instead, the DM simply needs to roll one 
D20 against DC 12 and plus two to the result, 
to determine how well an opponent copes with 
the Landlord’s test. The opponent’s roll is then 
checked against the chart below. 

 

Rallying Support
As an additional extension to this scene, 
players should bear witness to their 
competitors playing up the crowd. They will 
boast about their steel stomachs and claim 
to have out-drank entire vessels of hardened 
sailors before the adventurers had first sipped 

a glass of wine. Naturally, the crowd will give 
mixed reception to this, laughs, boos, and 
dismissal alike. Some are encouraged by these 
drinkers and loudly place bets of gold, food, 
and even their prized possessions. This gives 
the adventurers a perfect opportunity to mimic 
their rivals. If they do, players must succeed on 
a DC 15 Charisma (Deception), (Performance), 
or (Persuasion) check, depending on which 
method they choose to take. Passing these rolls 
will result in a few gold pieces being bet on their 
success, high successes may reach a very small 
fortune, or even more interesting bets. Failing 
will not encourage wagers while rolling one 
should encourage spectators to bet against the 
adventurer. 

Round One
The adventurers are ushered over to a table 
and expected to sit down. Opposite them, 
four opponents are placed sporting menacing 
grins and confident auras. Each opponent is 
fairly well dressed, but they possess the ample 
frames and red skin-tint quintessential to heavy 
drinkers. While the adventurers assess their 
opponents, the landlord approaches with 
a beaming grin on his face. In his hands are two 
trays carrying a foaming pint of ale for each 
adventurer and opponent and lays them down 
on the table. A barmaid follows behind him and 
empties a bowl of monkey nuts on the table, 
chuckling at the adventurers as she leaves. The 
throwers must make one Strength (Athletics) 
check to cover every throw, and the catchers 
must make a Dexterity (Acrobatics) check to 
balance on their tables. Failed throws, naturally, 
miss the glass, and failed catchers fall off of the 
table once the throws have been made. Any 
failed roll knocks a adventurer or opponent out 
of the challenge.

Roll Result
Natural 1

The adventurer takes their drink and 
feels it viciously working its way through 
their insides, then passes out for an hour.

Failure
Suddenly, the brew’s strength hits the 
adventurer and their permanent DC is 

increase by +2.

Pass The adventurer takes their drink and 
feels no ill effects.

Natural 20
The effects from a former failure are 

brushed off as the player experiences a 
second wind and their permanent DC is 

reduced by -2.

If an adventurer’s DC reaches 21 on a failure result 
(following two prior failed rolls) they suffer a natural 

1’s result instead and fall unconscious for an hour.

Here we are then, the first round’s 
up! What you’ve got is double-

strength stone-drop stout, strong 
stuff, even to the Dwarves who brews it. 
Once they’re polished off, you’ve gotta split 
up. One from each team goes up there with 
an empty glass and the rest stays down here. 
It’s simple, anyone who stays down here has 
to throw one of these monkey nuts up there, 
those who are up there have to catch them in 
a tankard.

Landlord:
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Round Two
The room becomes quieter at round two. 
Spectators have taken more notice of this 
competition because previous adventurers had 
barely made it this far. The tables adjacent to 
the adventurers’ have filled out with onlookers 
and some are even buying the competitors 
drinks themselves, and place bets on their 
favourites. The landlord struggles to haul over 
a half-barrel sloshing as he steps. He slams the 
barrel down beside the table and cracks open 
the lid. The players are swamped by the smell 
of fruit and vinegar, a smell that even makes 
him rear back in surprise. 

In the side room, the scrolls pinned to the walls 
have a local nursery song written on them, in 
the unfortunately near-illegible scrawl of the 
Landlord’s handwriting. The players must 
make Wisdom (Perception) checks as they try 
to read and sing the simple tune for the crowd 
of old bar-drunks. If players sing while they 
make their rolls, mimicking their adventurers’ 
performances, they should receive a +1 bonus 
to their roll.

Sudden Death
The tavern patrons surround the adventurers’ 
table, eagerly engaged in what is happening. 
Silence falls as the barmaid arrives with a 
silver platter, holding a dozen or so large shot 
glasses filled with a sickly green liquid. Some 
members of the crowd gasp when she places 
the tray down. The landlord, standing behind 
her, announces the drink in a far more solemn 
voice. 

From this point on, all competitors simply 
need to make their Constitution checks after 
drinking a shot until one team is left standing.

Completing the Trial
Naturally, the drinking competition is won 
on a last-person-standing basis. If a clear 
winner comes about before the competition 
reaches sudden death, then that team wins, 
and the contest ends. If no clear winner arises 
during the competition, the team with the 
most contenders left standing wins. With an 
outcome of an even number of contenders on 
both teams after round two, the sudden death 
round is taken, the winners of which each 
receives a champion’s token. If the party wins 
the drinking contest, the spectators should 
explode in cheers, some chanting individual 
adventurer’s names, others quickly flocking to 
the bar to buy the adventurers another round. 

Rewards
Any still conscious adventurers are given 
champion’s tokens once they are the last 
team standing. In addition to this, the players 
were given the chance to rally support from 
the surrounding townsfolk. If these bets and 
wagers came through, they receive a portion of 
the proceeds, be that in: gold, fine foods, herbs, 
spices, jewels, or whatever the DM chose to 
depict.

I hope you all enjoyed that stout. 
Next up, I want you to take 

a flagon from this here barrel and 
drain it down you. This is Apples of Chaos 
Stiff Scrumpy, I’ve had it for nearly as long 
as I’ve had this ‘ere tavern. Take your drink 
then get yourselves into the next room for 
a little singing competition.

Landlord:

This, ladies and gentlemen, is 
Wyrmwood’s Wash. I have a rule 

here; if anyone has a shot of this, they 
ain’t ordering another drink that night, 
I hate the chaos it causes. There ain’t no test 
with this one, just drink up and good luck.

Landlord:
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Market Masquerade

N
ot far from the town square  
is Woodhaven’s proud marketplace. 
A wide-reaching bazar filled with 

rustic goods grown and crafted by Woodhaven 
citizens, displayed alongside alien wonders 
from far off places. The scents of spices and 
smokes unsmelt fill the adventurer’s senses 
as they enter the market threshold. Groups 
of citizens come and go about their business: 
shopping, commuting, or simply taking in the 
festival atmosphere. Upon reaching the bazar, 
bunting flutters from stall to stall, informing 
everyone that a challenge is waiting somewhere 
within this bustling hub.

Location
The setting for Market Masquerade is not so 
important as with other scenes, though an 
understanding of the area is still a must. Create, 
using the Market set, a large open market with 
four distinct sections, whichever shape the 
DM wishes, with whatever debris piques the 
player’s interest. Ideally, the location will be 
filled with around twenty characters, including 
the Gravedigger, and any other iconic figures 
provided by Woodhaven. Separate the four 
distinct sections by using rows of market stalls 
and crates, to give a slightly enclosed feel.
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The Insider
While the group wanders through the market, 
one member - the DM’s choice - receives  
a sudden and cryptic message delivered by  
a small errand boy. The boy is dressed in 
scruffy clothing and covers his overgrown 
ginger hair with a grey flat cap.  

The messenger scampers off, after delivering 
his report. It is then up to the adventurers to 
head out into the crowd to find whoever holds 
their token. In each of the four sections of 
the Market, all adventurers may try to gather 
information using the suggested methods 
below. If any are successful, they receive one 
of the insights listed below. Once they have 
derived information in one area, they must 
move on to the next. Remaining in the same 
area of the market will make the locals anxious, 
they will hold their tongues from that point 
on and not tell the adventurers any more 
information. This means the adventurers will 
only have a chance to gain four clues, one from 
each Market district. 

Adventurers are given multiple ways of 
gaining information about who in the crowd 
holds their token. They may try to get into 
conversation with one of the NPCs, in which 
case they must succeed on a DC 13 Charisma 
(Deception), (Intimidation), or (Persuasion) 
check, depending on their approach. 
Alternatively, they could try to overhear 
or observe other NPCs’ conversations, by 
succeeding on a DC 15 Wisdom (Insight) or 
(Perception) check.

If the players make a single successful check 
between them in a section of the Market, their 
adventurers overhear one of the following 
pieces of information about their target:

• ‘The one who holds the token is a man!’
• ‘The one who holds the token is dead 

creepy!’
• ‘The one who holds the token is holding  

a tool!’
• ‘The one who holds the token is getting old!’

If the adventurers finally find the Gravedigger, 
he will meet them with a wide grin of uneven 
teeth. He hands over the tokens while not 
moving from leaning on his shovel. 

Completing the Trial
When the Gravedigger is questioned, he 
happily hands out champions’ tokens to the 
adventurers. If adventurers approach anyone 
who is not the Gravedigger, expecting them to 
hand over the tokens, the challenge is over and 
the market will begin to clear. The trial is over 
either once the adventurers have found their 
target and won the tokens, or once they have 
derived all four pieces of information and have 
failed to guess who is their target. 

Rewards
If the players win and find the Gravedigger 
holding their tokens, they can also receive 
200XP (-10 XP for every roll they’ve had to 
make during the trial). They also have a chance 
to buy anything they wish from local stalls, 
including equipment, spell components, food, 
and drinks. 

That’s some good sleuthing you 
lot just done! Good job, ‘ere, you’ll 

deserve this!

Gravedigger:

The citizen who holds your tokens, 
is tall! Keep listening out for more 

clues. Ask around. If you guess who it 
is, confront them and get your prize!

Errand Boy:
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Weaponsmith’s Worries 

I
n the South of Woodhaven sits  
the weaponsmith’s forge, and there, 
unlike many of the Trail’s venues, no 

crowds have gathered to watch the show. 
Leading up to the site, the party overhears 
murmurs from locals about a screeching 
calamity coming from the smithy and of 
other parties running from it scared. The 
weapon yard is one of the oldest buildings 
in Woodhaven, constructed from wide, old 
beams and pale dirt mortar, it hasn’t changed 
for hundreds of years. The forge seems quiet 
and calm on approach, no signs of life can be 
heard around the outside, but from within, two 
voices deeply murmur.

Location
Using the Weaponsmith stretch goal set, along 
with any additional pieces from Woodhaven’s 
core sets, to craft the forge. It should be large 
and have two side rooms (on the Northern and 
Eastern walls), with the Northern room locked, 
and the Eastern room open. In the centre of 
the main forge room are four anvils spaced 
apart for the adventurers to stand beside. In 
the back-right corner of the room is an open 
forge, still hot and roaring. Pepe the Giant 
stands next to the locked door holding it shut 
and the Weapons Master is working to the side 
of him. Around the room, the DM may place 
any debris they wish, to account for boxes, coke 
piles, and steel scraps. 

Hold it steady, the enchantments 
are nearly ready, it won’t be much 

longer now; just hold on!

Anton:

Hurry, it’ll give way any second now!
Pepe:
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Forging
Upon entering the smithy, the party are taken 
aback by what they see. The Weapons Master 
is huddled over a table, holding a pile of 
swords and axes, frantically sorting through 
the pile as if he is looking for gold. Near to 
him, Pepe, the local Giant-kin guard, is holding 
shut a storeroom door, with a look of total 
stress and strain. 

The blacksmith calls the party over to him 
and hands out materials to them, not caring 
whether they wish to help him and his giant 
friend, or not.  

The door bangs against Pepe’s grasp and he 
wrenches, almost buckling. The blacksmith 
motions towards the various anvils dotted around 
the forge, each with a small collection of weapons 
beside them. In the piles, any basic weapon can 
be found, short-swords, daggers, hand axes, 
hammers, javelins, and small quivers of arrows.

The adventurers need to approach the 
weapons and finish their creation. They must 
succeed on a DC 12 Strength (Athletics) check, 
and then succeed on a DC 10 Dexterity check 
to finish preparing the weapons.

My recent shipment of steel came 
with a buried surprise. Some form 

of war forged was hidden amongst 
the ores and scraps. Pepe here, came over to 
investigate the threat, but in our fumbling, 
the beast awoke. Now we’ve got it trapped 
but that door won’t hold for long. I have this 
admixture to apply to my weapons, it should 
hack through the creature’s armour and 
cut into its heart, or at least it’ll be easier to 
battle!

Anton:

By the gods, Anton, look! 
Adventurers have come to aid us!

Pepe:

HURRY!
Pepe:

Quickly: help me finish a few of 
these weapons before it’s free, and 

we might just live to face another day! 
Beat them straight with the mallets, paint this 
gunk across their faces, then quench them in 
the oil beside the anvils, that’ll do it! 

Anton:

Result Strenght Dexterity

1 or lower
The weapon breaks 

in half and is 
rendered useless. 

Magical bluntness! 
The edge of the 

weapon softens and 
blunts, dealing -2 

on all damage dice 
results.

Failure

Beating the 
weapon has 
caused it to 

bend at an odd 
angle. Attacks 

made using this 
weapon will take 
a -2 Strength or 

Dexterity penalty.

The Alchemical 
mixture lies inert 

across the weapon’s 
face.

Pass
The weapon is 

formed to the exact 
standards of its 

type. 

The admixture 
glows for several 

seconds after 
being quenched, 
then settles and 
fades. Attacks 

made against the 
Construct deal 

an additional 1d4 
damage.

20 or higher

The weapon is 
forged so well 

one would think 
Anton himself had 
finished forging it. 

Attacks made using 
this weapon take 
a +2 Strength or 
Dexterity bonus.

When the weapon 
touches the oil, the 

potion across its 
face violently glows 
and remains vibrant 

for many turns 
afterwards. Attacks 
made against the 

Construct deal 
an additional 1d6 

damage.
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Fighting
Once the weapons are crafted, Pepe falls 
forwards as the door bursts open. From the 
wrecked doorway, the adventurers see a 
gigantic metallic construct grinding its way out 
towards them. Its skin is forged from iron with 
countless small runes etched in silver across its 
chest. Evil eyes glow a deep red through the 
doorway gloom and it releases a screeching 
roar. The party, Anton, Pepe, and the Construct 
must all roll for initiative order and fight.

Completing the Trial
The scene ends when the adventurers have 
managed to defeat the Construct, whether that 
is by using Anton’s magical formula or simply 
by beating it with conventional weaponry. 
Once the monstrosity lies motionless on 
Anton’s shop floor, he shakes the adventurers’ 
hands and gives them their rewards.

Characters, Creatures, 
and NPCs

Rewards
The adventurers may keep their newly-forged 
weapons, but the magical effect fades by 
sunset. In addition to these, they receive 1000 
XP to be divided amongst themselves and one 
champion’s token each. If a member of the 
party delivered the final killing blow to the 
Construct, Pepe will give them 4d6 gp from  
a pouch at his belt, as a sign of respect.

You have my deepest gratitude. If 
you hadn’t arrived when you

did, that thing would have torn the 
whole damn forge apart! Here, take these 
tokens, I made them for the Mayor, so I have 
plenty to give away. Thanks again.

Anton:

Construct
STR 17 (+3)
DEX 8 (-1)
CON 16 (+3)
INT 7 (-2)
WIS 10 (+0)
CHA 3 (-4)

Armour Class: 15
Hit Points: 100 (10d10 +20)
Challenge 

Rating: 5

Multiattack: The Construct 
makes two unarmed attacks 

per turn at 2d6 damage.

Pepe the Giant
STR 17 (+3)
DEX 12 (+1)
CON 16 (+3)
INT 8 (-1)
WIS 8 (-8)
CHA 13 (+1)

Armour Class: 17
Hit Points: 47 (6d10 +5)

Pepe wears half-plate armour 
and wields a great axe.

Anton the Weaponsmith
STR 15 (+2)
DEX 13 (+1)
CON 15 (+2)
INT 15 (+2)
WIS 11 (+0)
CHA 9 (-1)

Armour Class: 15
Hit Points: 31 (4d10 +5)

Anton wields a Warhammer 
and scale-mail armour.
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